On Friday, February 2nd, in the normal morning maintenance window, updates will be made to the Activities Module in CONNECTIONS.

Existing movement codes M990—Child Discharge from Foster Care, and M999—Child’s Track Closed, will receive a new, required Length of Stay dropdown to identify whether the child was in care for more or less than 24 hours.

When an M990 is entered, the worker must choose whether the child was in care for more or less than 24 hours. When an M999 is entered, the worker must choose whether the child was in care for more or less than 24 hours, or if the child was not in care.

Additionally, the update will add the ability to enter a new movement code, M075—School District Information. This activity will require a “School District” modifier, which displays all school districts in a dropdown list, and a type of “Current” or “Original.”